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� To compare measurements at different experiments, one can compare their 
agreement to the selected theoretical predictions

� Quantification could be based on the calculation of χ² values

� The targeted questions: how to compare measurements reported in HepData to 
theoretical predictions, and what observations could be drawn from the 
comparison

� The selected case: CMS_2022_I2079374 (proposed by I. Bubanja)

� CMS Collaboration, "Measurement of the mass dependence of the transverse 
momentum of lepton pairs in Drell—Yan production in proton-proton collisions at 13 
TeV", CMS-SMP-20-003, arXiv: 2205.04897, accepted for publication in Eur. Phys. J. C, 
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins2079374

� Rivet 1.3.7, YODA 1.9.3

� Old version of Louie script, Rivet 1.3.2
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� Tips from Itana B. how to use the simulation (qs=0.6) file:

$ ln –s "cascade-3.1.1-13TeV-aMCatNLO-DY-lhescale3-MaxFactor=0.3-Onshell=1-QED=1-

Had=1-TimeS=4-TimeShower=1-scaleFS=1-SpaceShower=0-Iglu=1100600_merged_.yoda" \

MCfile-orig.yoda

# Convert Histo1D to Scatter2D

$ yodacnv -m CMS_2022_I2079374  MCfile-orig.yoda MCfile-new.dat

$ yodacnv MCfile-new.dat  MCfile.yoda

# Activate Rivet environment and run

$ ./rivet-mkhtml-lhcewwg \

MCfile.yoda:"MC:Variations=MU*:BandComponentEnv=MUR.*MUF.*:ErrorBandOpacity=0.3" \

-o test -m '.*d.*' \

--corr '.*model.*,.*luminosity.*,.*Jet.*,.*Lept.*,.*Efficiency.*' \

--uncorr '.*Data stat.*,.*Unfolding stat.*,.*uncor.*,.*Uncor.*,.*Backgrounds.*'

• „Other“ source of uncertainty is not listed here
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� The nine sources of uncertainty in CMS_2022_I2079374  and their correlation

� The covariance matrix is reconstructed in YODA:Scatter2D class method 
covarianceMatrix or Louie’s script method makeCovarianceMatrix in the following way:

� The uncertainty is symmetrized taking ½ of absolute variation up or down, variable systErrs

� If the source is correlated (100%),      cov = np.outer(systErrs, systErrs)

� If the source is uncorrelated (100%),  cov = np.diag(systErrs * systErrs)

� Note: in fact, not all actual sources of the uncertainty are correlated 100%,
they are also partially uncorrelated.
The authors of I2079374 have provided the full (and also partial) covariance matrix

Implementation Correlated sources of 

uncertainty

Uncorrelated sources of 

uncertainty

Other sources

Louie’s script 
makeCovarianceMatrix

(as suggested by 
input)

Efficiency,
Int. luminosity,
Jet energy,
Lepton energy,
Unfolding model

Backgrounds,
Data stat.,
Unfolding stat.

Others

Remark: the

default setting 

is “correlated”

YODA::Scatter2D::
covarianceMatrix

All, unless uncorrelated STAT, UNCOR
TOTAL (if single value)
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� MC is always uncorrelated (only the total uncertainty is provided)

� Experimental uncertainties are either correlated or not (as defined in the table

"Reconstruction of the covariance matrix")

� Using d01-x01-y01 table (Z/γ* → ℓ⁺ℓ⁻, 50 < mℓℓ < 76 GeV, dσ/dpℓℓ [pb/GeV]) and 

the corresponding covariance matrix d02-x01-y01

„Other“ correlated „Other“ uncorrelated HepData
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� MC is always uncorrelated (only the total uncertainty is provided)

� Experimental uncertainties are either correlated or not (as defined in the table

"Reconstruction of the covariance matrix")

� Using d03-x01-y01 table (Z/γ* → ℓ⁺ℓ⁻, 76 < mℓℓ < 106 GeV, dσ/dpℓℓ [pb/GeV]) 

and the corresponding covariance matrix d04-x01-y01

„Other“ correlated „Other“ uncorrelated HepData
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� The MC uncertainties are always uncorrelated

� The experimental uncertainties are either correlated or uncorrelated (some sources 

have anticorrelation)

� The original Louie script has difficulties with tables, where the covariance matrix is 

singular

� It is not clear how to obtain χ² values for singular covariance matrices

� Upscaling helps, when all numbers are small, but the matrix is well-defined

� The modified script and the current C++ code gets some numbers, but the thoughrough

comparison was not finalized yet

� The baseline use is TMatrixD::Invert(), tested SVD inversion, long-double accuracy using Boost 1.53

My C++ code | Old Louie script
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� Study of χ² values to compare the measured values against the simulation was 

performed for CMS_2022_I2079374 using a simulation file provided by I. Bubanja

� In the simplified approach (YODA, Loiue script) the uncertainties are treated as 

either fully correlated or fully uncorrelated

� Louie’s script groups uncertainties to "Corr", "Uncorr", "Other", as defined by the input,

and "Other" (not listed as "Corr" or "Uncorr") is treated as fully correlated

� YODA::Scatter2D::covariance matrix treats uncertainties as correlated, unless their

name contains "stat" or "uncor" or only the total uncertainty is given

� There is a difficulty to estimate χ² values when the total covariance matrix is 

singular

� Study in progress, maybe an alternative measure should be thought of



Extra slides
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� On lxplus node with Centos7

source /cvmfs/sft.cern.ch/lcg/views/setupViews.sh \

LCG_96 x86_64-centos7-gcc8-opt

source /cvmfs/sft.cern.ch/lcg/releases/MCGenerators/rivet/3.1.7-

10b79/x86_64-centos7-gcc8-opt/rivetenv.sh

export RIVET_ANALYSIS_PATH=$datarootdir/Rivet
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� Experimental uncertainties are either correlated or not (as defined in the table

"Reconstruction of the covariance matrix")

� Using d01-x01-y01 table (Z/γ* → ℓ⁺ℓ⁻, 50 < mℓℓ < 76 GeV, dσ/dpℓℓ [pb/GeV]) and 

the corresponding covariance matrix d02-x01-y01

„Other“ correlated „Other“ uncorrelated HepData
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� Experimental uncertainties are either correlated or not (as defined in the table

"Reconstruction of the covariance matrix")

� Using d03-x01-y01 table (Z/γ* → ℓ⁺ℓ⁻, 76 < mℓℓ < 106 GeV, dσ/dpℓℓ [pb/GeV]) 

and the corresponding covariance matrix d04-x01-y01

„Other“ correlated „Other“ uncorrelated HepData
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� The command is the same

� On the left: plot obtained on lxplus

� /cvmfs/sft.cern.ch/lcg/releases/MCGenerators/rivet/3.1.2-aa7e1/x86_64-centos7-gcc8-opt/rivetenv.sh

� On the right: plot obtained with a modified script

� the uncertainty sources are reordered, log-x plot

� Rivet 3.1.7
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� The command is the same

� On the left: plot obtained on lxplus, by using a slightly modified Louie script (catch exceptions, 
x-shift legend)

� /cvmfs/sft.cern.ch/lcg/releases/MCGenerators/rivet/3.1.2-aa7e1/x86_64-centos7-gcc8-opt/rivetenv.sh

� On the right: plot obtained with a modified script

� the uncertainty sources are reordered

� Rivet 3.1.7
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� The command is the same

� On the left: plot obtained on lxplus, by using a slightly modified Louie script (catch exceptions, 
x-shift legend)

� /cvmfs/sft.cern.ch/lcg/releases/MCGenerators/rivet/3.1.2-aa7e1/x86_64-centos7-gcc8-opt/rivetenv.sh

� On the right: plot obtained with a modified script

� the uncertainty sources are reordered

� Rivet 3.1.7
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� Experimental uncertainties are either correlated or not (as defined in the table

"Reconstruction of the covariance matrix")

� Using d19-x01-y01 table (Z/γ* → ℓ⁺ℓ⁻, 50 < mℓℓ < 76 GeV, dσ/dφ*η [pb]) and the 

corresponding covariance matrix d20-x01-y01

„Other“ correlated „Other“ uncorrelated HepData
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� Experimental uncertainties are either correlated or not (as defined in the table

"Reconstruction of the covariance matrix")

� Using d19-x01-y01 table (Z/γ* → ℓ⁺ℓ⁻, 50 < mℓℓ < 76 GeV, dσ/dφ*η [pb]) and the 

corresponding covariance matrix d20-x01-y01

„Other“ correlated „Other“ uncorrelated HepData


